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Maintenance recommendations 
 
Thank you very much for purchasing a high quality shower tray form Struker Bath and your 
confidence in our product. We would like you to follow some recommendations regarding 
maintenance and cleaning, so that you can enjoy the shower tray during many years. You should 
wipe the shower tray dry after use, in order to avoid lime scale on the surface. For the daily 
cleaning it is enough to use a gentle cleaning product which conserves the environment as well as 
the shower tray. Furthermore, we don’t recommend the use of metallic sponges which could 
damage the surface of the shower tray. 
 
If there is more resistant dirt on the shower tray, you can also use stronger cleaning products. The 
shower tray is made of a material which was developed for the use in the bathroom. During the 
development of this material, tests were carried out for the resistance against chemical cleaning 
agents and other agents which are used in the bathroom. The shower tray is thus highly resistant 
against a large variety of products. Below is the list of products tested by an independent 
laboratory on our shower trays and showed no effects or damage after 24 hours: 
 

Agents without visible damages on the shower trays of STRUKER BATH 

Acetone  Mortar Grout material 

Lipstick Nail varnish Stain remover „CIM“ 

Bleach Cleaning agent with hydrochloric 
acid (23% content) 

Hydrogen peroxide  

Iodine Acetic acid Ethanol  

„Cillit Bang“ „Viakal“ lime scale cleaner „Mister Proper Bath“ 

Body lotion „KH-Antical“ lime scale cleaner Cleaning agent „Litonet“ 

Liquid detergent „Pronto“ Floor cleaning agent Floor cleaning agent 

 
Residues of hair tinting lotions (mid and dark colours) had slight effects after 1 h and significant 
effects after 24 h on the colour staining the surface of the shower tray. Therefore, we recommend 
to clean the shower tray immediately after the use of these products and do not let them dry on the 
shower tray. 
 
The naming of the different trademarks are only for demonstration purpose. Please feel free to use 
similar agents of other companies and trademarks. If you are in doubt about an agent in particular 
or if you would like to use other kinds of agents, you can try them on a non-visible spot of the 
shower tray or you can contact us: 
 
 

Struker Bath 
Tel. +34-964-527112 

E-Mail export@struker.es 


